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Coming events  
  

 

Chinese New Year dinner      16 February  

China Village National Multicultural Festival   16–18 February 

Conversation evening       18 February 

Lantern making workshop      25 February  

Lantern Festival        3 March  

Annual General Meeting       28 March 

 

Memberships are now due. Please note that the 

rates have changed, as has the bank’s BSB (for 

those who pay by bank transfer). See the back 

page for the new rates and BSB. 

 

 

Committee   

   

President  Carol Keil 6247 8231 

  cjkeil@proforte.com.au 

Secretary   Tanja Naeher 6259 5539  

Treasurer Neil Birch 6287 4602 
Bulletin editor Jean Norman 6254 7732 

  jjnorman46@grapevine.com.au 

Committee members Shirley Johns 6254 4305 

 John Wong  6294 0068 

 Teck Lee 6254 6814 

 Suzie Michaelis 6289 3614 (w) 

 Alex Olah 0490 660 738 

  

Promoting friendship and understanding between the Australian and Chinese people  



For your diary  
Chinese – English conversation evening: 18 

February  

One Sunday each month there is a Chinese-English 

conversation evening from 7.30-9.30pm at the home of 

Shirley Johns. One hour is spent speaking Chinese (for 

English speakers who would like to practise their Chinese) 

and one hour is spent speaking English (for Chinese 

speakers who would like to improve their English).  

If you would like to attend the conversation evening, 

please phone Shirley on 6254 4305 (after hours).  

 



 

Chinese New Year dinner 

A dinner will be held to welcome the Year of the Dog on 

Friday 16 February at 7.00pm at the China Tea Club 

restaurant, North Lyneham. A banquet meal will be 
arranged at a cost of $28 for members and $30 for non-

members. The China Tea Club always provides a special 

meal for this occasion. Please rsvp to 

acfsevent@gmail.com by 12 February. 
 





Lantern workshop  

Mark these dates: the Lantern-making Workshop will 
be held on Sunday, 25 February at the Cook Community 

Hall. The Workshop is usually a very busy, productive 

afternoon with adults and children of all ages showing 

great creativity in making a variety of lanterns. All 

materials are provided at a cost of $3 per person. 

Bookings are essential on acfsevent@gmail.com. We 
can always use extra hands on the day – no experience 

necessary! 

 

Lantern Festival 

The Lantern Festival will be on Saturday 3 March in the 
Beijing Garden on the lakefront near the Chinese 

Embassy. This is our largest activity of the year (with up 

to 700 people attending). There is a range of 

performances by school and community groups including 

the ANU Classical Chinese Music Ensemble, choirs, 

dancing, martial arts and the two Lions from the 
Prosperous Mountain Lion Dance Troup. Lanterns are for 

sale and there are prizes for home-made lanterns 

including those from the Workshop. It is a magical 

evening by the lake. If you can spare a few hours on the 

day to help please contact Carol. 

 

There is a flier for the Workshop and Festival later in this 

Bulletin. Please display it at work or elsewhere if you can. 

 
 

 

Fast facts from the Beijing 

Review, February 2018 

▪ China’s Chief Justice has called 
on the country’s courts to make 
full use of Big Data to 
modernise the justice system.  
He also urged courts to use 
other hi-tech tools, including 
cloud computing and artificial 
intelligence.  Applying new 
technology in promoting justice 
can make judicial practice more 
open, transparent and 
predictable according the Chief 
Justice. 

▪ A survey by McKinsey and 
Company has found that 
Chinese consumers are 
becoming more confident and 
savvy regarding their choice of 
brands and products.  Over 
10,000 consumers from 18 to 
65 from over 50 urban and 
rural locations were surveyed.  
Around 80% were confident 
their household income would 
increase markedly in the next 5 
years.  The post 90s generation 
is emerging as the engine of 
consumption in China 
accounting for 20% of total 
consumption. 

▪ China’s non-financial outbound 
direct investment fell by 41% 
last year; this is the result of 
authorities curbing irrational 
investments overseas. 

▪ China wants its private sector 
to play a larger role in the 
nation’s pursuit of high-end 
manufacturing according to 
guidelines jointly released by 
16 government departments.  
Measures will be introduced to 
break the barriers that hamper 
private investment. 

▪ China has released draft law on 
resource taxation in a bid to 
conserve natural resources and 
protect the environment.  One 
of the changed under the draft 
law would see Chinese and 
foreign companies jointly 
exploiting crude oil and natural 
gas reserves, pay a resource 
tax instead of royalties. 
 
Thanks to Neil Birch for 
compiling these. 

 

mailto:acfsevent@gmail.com


China Village National Multicultural Festival 2018 

The National Multicultural Festival is an annual festival held in Canberra and is 

a platform of cultural exchanges between different ethnic communities in 
Australia. It features exciting performances presented by various ethnic 

groups, and offers a great opportunity for the public to taste the delicacies of 

different countries. In addition, a China Village will be set up in 2018 to 

showcase Chinese performing arts and cultural products.   

Date：2018年 2月 16-18日 (16-18 February, 2018) 11am-8pm, venue：

Canberra City Center Square Ainslie Avenue. 

Email：events@ausfeng.com.au 

Phone：02 9186 1588 





Chinese New Year Concert 2018 - Treasures of a Nation 

The prestigious Chinese Orchestra of the China National Opera and Dance 

Drama Theatre will make their New Zealand debut and Australian return for a 

unique one-off concert Treasures of a Nation in the following cities—Auckland, 
Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane and Melbourne—to celebrate Chinese New Year 

2018. 

With a wide selection of famous Chinese musical pieces and extraordinary 

traditional Chinese instruments, the concert will take you on a fascinating 

musical journey. 

Canberra: 3 March 2018, 7.30pm. (Note that this is the date of the Lantern 

Festival!), Canberra ANU Llewellyn Hall, $109 / $89 / $69 / $49, 

ticketek.com.au / 132 849 



 

New member 

Welcome to new member Peter Wagner. 

 




Memberships due 
 

Memberships were due on 1 January. A new fee structure applies: see the back 

page for details. The bank’s BSB has also changed, so if you pay be electronic 

transfer you will need to check it, also on the last page. 
 



Committee news, January meeting 

Firstly, Happy New Year from your committee, which caught up for its first 

meeting of the year at King Fook Restaurant in Florey.  

The committee debriefed on its mid January event, which was for members 

and their friends to view the Waving the Red Flag exhibition at the National 

Library of Australia. The guide was extremely informative and the tour very 

much enjoyed by those who attended. Another tour in the future has been 

flagged. We also discussed arrangements for the Chinese New Year dinner in 

http://ausfeng.com.au/
http://premier.ticketek.com.au/shows/show.aspx?sh=CHINESEN18


mid February and started to plan for the Annual General Meeting in March. 

Please see the current and upcoming newsletters for more information on 

these events. As event planning for 2018 goes, the committee feel surprisingly 

organised!  Currently we have plan taking us to the end of the year. 

Much of the meeting was spent confirming plans for the 2018 the lantern 

making workshop and Lantern Festival. Performers have been contacted and 

final arrangements are being made for the festival program. You won’t be 

disappointed, with the great variety of performances – all of your favourites – 

including the ANU Classical Music Ensemble, the Jinju Wushu Academy, the 

variety of dance groups and the Prosperous Mountain Lion Dance troupe. 

A lot of preparation is put into both lantern festival events, and we would 

value your participation at the workshop and festival activities. We all certainly 

hope that the weather won’t be quite as hot as in 2017! 

We  finished the meeting with a tasty dinner – my favourite for the night was 

the dry chilli beef.  

Your Secretary, Tanja 

 
 

Tour of the Waving the Red Flag poster exhibition  
 

On 16 January some 16 members gathered at the National Library for a 

curated tour of the ‘Waving the Red Flag’ exhibition  at the National Library.  

The tour was arranged through Di Pin Ouyang who is the Manager of Asian 

Collections. Bing Zhou from the Library conducted the tour which was very 

informative.  Bing had done a lot of preparation and was able to talk, at 
length, about each of the posters in the exhibition.  She had many interesting 

anecdotes one of which emerged after noting the presence of pigs in one of 

the posters: Chairman Mao’s love of pork extended to his advocating that pigs 

should be raised in preference to beef or poultry – and  he also ate fatty pork 

each day.  

The quality of each exhibit was exceptional and the Library has many more 
items in their collection. Scholars and others, knowing that the Library 

maintains its collection so well, have donated many items which are in 

excellent condition and its collection of posters is the best outside China. 

 

Most of us adjourned to Bookplate for lunch and it was agreed that having an 

event in the middle of the day was quite a success. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chinese Zodiac Dog 
 

Personality 

Occupying the 11th position in the Chinese 

Zodiac, the Dog symbolizes character traits 

such as loyalty, compatibility and kindness. 

Dogs frequently offer kind words and useful 

advice, always listening and lending a 

shoulder when necessary. Dogs often 

become deeply involved in others’ lives and 

are sometimes perceived as nosy. Ensuring 

others are happy is more important to the 

Dog than wealth, money or success. 

Dogs are determined individuals; always wanting to master a new subject 

before moving on and always finishing what they start. Dogs value 

friendships; they’re loyal, honest, trustworthy and reliable and have strong 

morals and ethics. 

A well-kept, organized home is very important. Keeping a clean home and 

helping at work stems from the Dog’s need to be active and involved. Dogs 

spend money wisely, passing on luxury goods in favor of practical items. Dogs 

also prefer saving money to cover future expenses. 

Dogs at times can also be temperamental, narrow-minded and stubborn. 

When this happens, the Dog takes off alone in order to make things right 

again inside its head. Dogs can benefit by learning to relax and being more 

rational. 

DI OUYANG AND BING ZHOU 

http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#personality


Health 

A happy Dog is a healthy Dog and it’s easy to tell by the Dog’s sad or 

depressed appearance that it’s not feeling right. Dogs are resilient, especially 

when fighting illness. 

 

Relationships 

Although Dogs are trustworthy, they have trouble trusting others. It can take 

a long time before a Dog feels at ease with another person. When Dogs don’t 

build trust they’re judgmental and rough towards others. 

When it comes to romance Dogs often have a tough time. Others are often 

scared off by the Dog’s insecure, worrisome and frequently anxious nature. 

Dogs are known to be cold emotionally and critical. 

 

Career 

Coworkers can always count on Dogs to help out, especially if it means the 

Dog will learn something new or alleviate the workload of others. Dogs are 

seen as valuable employees. Good career choices for Dogs include: police 

officer, scientist, counselor, interior designer, professor, politician, priest, 

nurse, clerk and Judge. 

 

Dogs and the 5 elements 

Metal Dogs – Years 1910 and 1970 

Metal dogs are very committed in all they do whether it involves work or 

relationships. Expectations are high, both for themselves and others. 

 

Water Dogs – Years 1922 and 1982 

Less independent, Water Dogs become more self-confident when they’re part 

of the pack. They prefer being in the pack rather than being the pack’s leader. 

They’re faithful, affectionate, flexible and relaxed. 

 

Wood Dogs – Years 1934 and 1994 

Wood Dogs also prefer being part of the pack as this environment builds self-

confidence. Although timid in the beginning, Wood Dogs eventually can 

become excellent companions. They’re easy-going and adaptable, warm-

hearted faithful. 

 

Fire Dogs – Years 1946 and 2006 

Fire Dogs are true leaders. Others enjoy being in the company of Fire Dogs. 

They’re sexually attractive, charismatic, vibrant and confident and they always 

prefer to be on the go. 

 

Earth Dogs – Years 1958 and 2018 

Trustworthiness and dependability make Earth Dogs great leaders. Grounded 

in reality, their sense of fairness enables Earth Dogs to be supportive of 

others. They are confident and inspire confidence in others. 

 

Compatibility 

The Dog is most compatible with the Horse or Tiger and incompatible with the 

Rooster and Dragon. 

 

Source: Wikipedia 



 

http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#health
http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#relationships
http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#career
http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#elements
http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dog.php#compatibility


Spring Festival travel rush starts 

 

 

 

 

Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station is packed with people on February 1, the 

first day of the 40-day Spring Festival travel peak. About 2.98 billion trips are 

expected to be made during the 2018 Spring Festival travel rush, known as 

the Chunyun, between February 1 and March 12. 

Source: ‘Spring Festival travel rush starts’, Shine, 1 February 2018  

 





6.5 million Chinese to travel overseas during Spring 
Festival holiday 

A total of 6.5 million 

Chinese will travel 

overseas during the 
upcoming weeklong 

Spring Festival 

holiday, said a report 

released by China 

Tourism Academy 

and Ctrip. 

People from more 

than 200 Chinese 

cities have booked 

outbound tours to 

over 700 cities in 68 

countries and regions 

on Ctrip, a popular 
online travel agency 

based in Shanghai, 

said the report 

released on Friday. 

The tourists are 

expected to spend 
9,500 yuan 

Passengers wait to check in at Sunan Shuofang International Airport 

in Jiangsu Province on February 1, 2018.  

 

https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/1802019793/


(US$1,510) each on their trips. 

The most popular destinations are Thailand, Japan, Singapore and Vietnam. 

The Nordic countries and the United Arab Emirates are also among the 

favourites. Some of the travellers will be going as far as Antarctica.  

Source: '6.5 mln Chinese to travel overseas during Spring Festival holiday: report‘, 

Xinhua, through Shine, 3 February 2018 

 





‘Queen of Textiles’ is a silkworm fairytale 
 

Silk production is a 

lengthy, laborious 

and intensive 

process. Because 

silkworms are 

sensitive to high 

temperatures and 
picky about their 

food. In east China’s 

Zhejiang and Jiangsu 

provinces, where 

there are the biggest 

silk producers in the 
country, silk can only 

be produced in 

spring and autumn 

each year. It usually 

takes around 30 

days to raise 
silkworms from 

hatching eggs to 

spinning cocoons. 

After being hatched, the 

larvae are scattered on 

large bamboo trays to grow. Since fresh mulberry leaves are the food and water of the 

silkworms’ diet, they must be fed day and night. Also, to prevent the silkworms from 

getting sick, the trays must be regularly cleaned. 

After four stages of growing and molting, the silkworm picks a place to spin a cocoon. 

Each cocoon is made of a continuous silk filament that is between 600 and 900 meters in 

length. To unwind or reel the filament, the cocoon has to be boiled, killing the pupa, and 

then the outside end of the filament is located. As a single filament is too thin for most 

uses, several cocoons are reeled at the same time and with a slight twist, the filaments 

form a single strand. Several strands will then be twisted into an even thicker yarn. 

A single silk thread comprises of up to 48 silk filaments and more than 2,000 cocoons are 

needed to produce one pound of silk.  [For the legend of the Goddess of Silkworms, see the 

full story in Shine.] 

Source: ‘Queen of Textiles’ is a silkworm fairytale’, Shine, 4 February 2018 

 

  

Silkworm farmers of Longzheng village in Jiangsu Province pick cocoons 

in the harvest season. Today, although silk is produced in many other 

places around the world, China remains the dominant producer. 

 

https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/1802039893/
https://www.shine.cn/feature/art-culture/1802049859/


 

  

Lantern Making Workshop  

  

1.30 
  
– 
  
3.30 pm  S un day  25 

  
February 

  
201 8 

    

Cook Community Hub, 41 Templeton St, Cook   
  

  

Come and make a lantern, be creative and then bring your lantern to the  

Lantern Festival. For adults and children (young children will need 
  to be  

accompanied by  adults ) .     

Cost  $ 3 
  p er  p erson . 

  

Bring a cutting board, scissors, ruler and pencil 
  

  

Bookings  essential   to  acfsevent@gmail.com 
  o r  ph  Jean 62547732 

    

  

Lantern  Fe stival 

  

Saturday  3 

  

March 

  

201 8 

    

6 . 00 
  
pm to  8. 30 pm 

  

  

Bring  your own 
  picnic 

  and enjoy the colour and spectacle in  the Beijing  

Garden ,   Lennox Gardens, Flynn Pl, Yarralumla 
  

( in the event of rain the Festival will move to  Lancaster Hall, 20 - 22  National C ct , Forrest  )   

  

Entry is Free.  
  

  

Bring your ow n lantern 
  or buy one there. Prizes for  the  best  hand - made 

  

lanterns.   

  

For further information please email   acfsevent@gmail.com   or ring Carol on 6247 8231   

  

P roudly sponsored by   the  ACT Government Office of Multic ultural Affairs    



 

Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form  

 Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year.  The 
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.  
 

Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608
 
 are:   

Single $20   Family $35   Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25 

    

Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................  

  

Address……………………………………………………………………..……
  

  

  

……………………………………………….………… Postcode  ……………  

  

Email………………………………………………………………………………  

    

Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………  

    

Renewal    New Member   

    

Direct Credit Details:  
Beyond Bank  
BSB: 325-185  
A/C No. 03411481  
A/C Name: ACFS ACT  

          Branch Inc  

Ref: Your name  

  

  

 

   

 

Australia China Friendship Society  

PO Box 530  

CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 AUSTRALIA  

ACT Branch Bulletin  
    


